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MASALA – FULL SPECIFICATIONS 
Website: www.photowords.com.au/masala 

 
GENERAL 

Yacht: centre cockpit; masthead cutter rigged sloop.  

Designer: Graham Radford, Sydney, Australia. 

Design category: Category 0, unrestricted offshore. 

Builder: C-Stainless Boat Builders, Melbourne. 

Australian registered: Melbourne, ON 857117. 

Victorian registered: JF415. 

 

DIMENSIONS 

Length: 12.65m (41’6”). 

Length at waterline: 12.125m (39’9”). 

Beam: 3.5m (11’6”). 

Design displacement: 13,290kg (29,300lb). 

Draft at design displacement: 1.75m (5’9”). 

Cruising displacement: 14,000kg (30,865lb). 

Draft at cruising displacement: 1.775m (5’10”). 

Air Draft (mast height above water): 18m (59’) 

approximately (including 1m VHF aerial). 

 

CONSTRUCTION 

Type: steel, round bilge. 

Rudder: skeg hung, three bearing points. 

Keel: medium fin with integral bulb. 

Ballast: 4 ton of cast lead, encapsulated in keel. 

Insulation: 50mm blown foam to below water line. 

Construction start date: April 2001. 

Launch date: 2 April 2002. 

Launch site: Western Port Marina, Hastings Victoria. 

Hull and deck thickness: the hull structure is based 

on the requirements of the American Bureau of 

Shipping (A.B.S.) Guide for Offshore Racing Yachts. 

Hull frames and floors are spaced at 600mm (24") 

forward of midships and 650mm (26") aft. Regularly 

spaced stringers (300mm - 12") allow for the use of 

4mm bottom hull plate and 3mm topside plate. The 

frames, backbone and keel base are cut from 8mm 

plate; the floors, keel plate, skeg, deck and house 

beams etc are cut from 4mm plate; while the deck, 

house and cockpit are cut from 3mm plate. 

Lifelines: stainless steel tube, two rails all round. 

Fitted with an entry gate each side and an entry gate at 

the stern. 

Targa bar: heavy duty. Large-diameter stainless steel 

tube, welded to deck and transom. 

 

ACCOMMODATION: 

Number of cabins: two, plus saloon. 

Number of berths: seven (six adults, one child). 

Double in the forward cabin. Queen-sized double in 

the aft cabin. One child single in the saloon, fitted 

with lee cloth for use as a sea berth. One adult single 

in the saloon, fitted with lee cloth for use as a sea 

berth. Adult single in saloon convertible to a double. 

Forward cabin: double v-berth, thick foam mattress 

on slats, fitted sheet. Three separate storage 

compartments under the bed. Two cupboards and two 

sets of shelves. Assorted pockets. One under floor 

storage compartment. 

Aft cabin: NEW 2008 standard Queen-size futon, 

with fitted sheet. Three separate storage compartments 

under the bed. Two large clothes cupboards with 

shelves, and a hanging cupboard, port side. Two large 

clothes cupboards with shelves, a linen cupboard, and 

a shoe cupboard, starboard side. Assorted pockets. 

Padded dressing seat. One under-floor storage 

compartment. 

Saloon: NEW 2008 dining table on telescopic 

pedestal. Starboard side U-shaped settee with storage 

behind and under, fitted with a lee cloth (adult single 

berth), convertible to a double by lowering table. Port 

side, straight short settee with storage behind and 

under, fitted with a lee cloth (child single berth or gear 

storage area during overnight sailing). Port side 

cupboard and bench. Port side magazine and book 

rack. Starboard side bookshelf. Assorted pockets. 

Navigation station: port side, aft of the port settee. 

Sit down style with swing out seat. Full-size chart 

table with storage for charts folded in half underneath. 

Several storage compartments, an instrument shelf, 

and two overhead bookshelves. Laptop mounting 

system. 

Head and shower: port side, adjacent to the 

companionway. Enclosed. Separate compartments for 

head and shower, divided by shower curtain. Shower 

has hot and cold pressurised water, hand basin, two 

small cupboards and a small seat. Can be used as a 

wet hanging area. Head has a mirror, four small 

cupboards, one large cupboard, a large cleaning 

products locker and a large laundry locker. 

Companionway: stainless steel and timber ladder, 

storage cupboard under. Access to front of engine 

through removable insulated panel. 

Walkway: on starboard side, leads to the aft cabin. 

Contains numerous racks for spices and other 

commonly used small food items. Also three long 

cupboards with stainless steel dividers designed for 

storing a large quantity of canned food. Two 

refrigeration boxes on the hull side, with bulk storage 

containers above (muesli, flour, rice, etc). Main access 

to the engine, gearbox and stern gland via a large fully 

insulated swing-up door. 

Storeroom: port side, accessed from the aft cabin. 

Two large cupboards, two medium cupboards, one 

small locker, several racks, and one under floor 

storage compartment. Used for storing tools, spare 

parts, and all maintenance and repair items. Room to 

store an outboard motor, genset and other items (not 
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supplied). Provides access to the port side of the 

engine via a bi-fold door and a lift-out panel. 

Lighting: 12v halogen lights throughout, except for 

the engine room and storeroom, which have 12v dual 

tube fluorescent lights. In addition, there are five 12v 

LED lights for saving power and for night vision. Two 

are white, and are located one in each cabin. They 

provide sufficient light for everything except reading. 

The other three are red, designed for maintaining 

night vision when sailing at night. The first is located 

above the companionway for safe access, but it also 

provides enough light to gently illuminate the whole 

saloon. The second is located over the navigation 

station. It provides sufficient light for most navigation 

tasks involving charts and logs. The third is in the 

head. Thus all major night sailing activities can be 

carried out under red light, without losing night vision 

or disturbing the off-watch crew who may be sleeping 

in the saloon. 

NEW 2009 Curtains: Forward cabin, saloon and aft 

cabin. 

Headroom: Full. Galley, saloon and forward cabin 

1.93m (6’4”). Aft cabin 1.76m (5’9”). 

Handrails and handholds: numerous throughout the 

interior. 

Insect screens: full. Every opening hatch and port has 

a removable, fitted insect screen. The companionway 

also has a screened panel that can be inserted. 

Companionway hatch doors: the choice of three: a 

set of heavy storm boards for sailing or secure lockup; 

a panel with inset insect screen; or double opening 

Perspex doors. The Perspex doors are ideal for 

keeping rain and wind out yet letting light in on 

gloomy days, while still allowing easy access, either 

when sailing or at anchor. 

Security: steel sliding hatch padlocked to a welded 

steel fitting when closed. Closes over heavy timber 

storm boards inserted into deep stainless steel 

grooves. 

 

GALLEY 

Type: L-shaped, starboard side, adjacent to the 

companionway. Well placed for handing food and 

drink into the cockpit when sailing. Five cupboards 

and one locker. Stainless steel bench tops. 

Stove top: SMEV stainless steel, three burner, gas. 

Adjustable tilt angle. 

Indoor oven: 240v microwave (shore power only 

unless a more powerful inverter is installed). 

Outdoor oven/BBQ: combined gas BBQ/Oven with 

temperature gauge. Ideal for bread, cakes, etc. Being 

outside, it does not overheat the boat in warm 

weather. Mounted on stern railing. 

Gas detector and safety shutoff: Contour system by 

BEP Marine, with sensor in the bilge. Controls a 

safety shut-off solenoid in the gas bottle locker. 

Gas bottles: two 9kg galvanized bottles in stern 

lockers. Sufficient for two people for six months. 

Sink: single, stainless steel, large. 

Grey water holding tank: 50 litres stainless steel, 

mounted under the floor. Connected to sink, hand 

basin and shower. 

 

DOMESTIC EQUIPMENT 

Refrigeration: Cold Logic SSR, Refrigeration 

Research, South Australia. Custom built 240v electric 

eutectic system. Runs off 12v house batteries via 

inverter when 240v is not available. Twin boxes. Can 

be used as freezer and fridge, or fridge and cool box, 

depending on set temperature. 

Head: Jabsco 2000 manual. Pumps out directly 

overboard or to holding tank. 

Head holding tank: 60 litres stainless steel. Holding 

tank pumps out overboard using Whale Gusher waste 

grade manual bilge pump. 

Cooling fans: two; 12 volt. One in the saloon, one in 

the aft cabin. There is wiring in place for a third in the 

forward cabin. 

Hot water service: Woodys Marine, stainless steel, 

pressurized, 60 litres. Heated by 240 volt element and 

the engine. Plumbed to shower/hand basin only, to 

save wasting water due to the necessarily long 

plumbing run to galley (hot water for the galley is 

obtained from the hand basin tap, if required). 

 

FRESH WATER SYSTEM 

Number of tanks: 10. 

Total capacity: 638 litres. 

Construction: stainless steel, located under the floor. 

General use tanks: eight tanks, ganged into four 

groups of two. Total capacity 490 litres. General use 

tanks are plumbed to taps in the galley and hand 

basin/shower wand. The galley connection has a 

coarse in-line filter. Individual selection valves for 

drawing water from each of the four gangs allows 

water use to be monitored by only drawing from one 

gang at a time. 

General use tanks pressure system: 12 volt electric, 

SHURflo. 

Drinking water tanks: two separate tanks, one port 

side, one starboard, each with a capacity of 74 litres. 

Total capacity 148 litres. Drinking water tanks are 

plumbed only to a manual hand pump in the galley, 

through a charcoal filter. There is a selection valve for 

drawing water from either tank. The separation 

between general use and drinking tanks has been 

made in case it is ever necessary to take on suspect 

water. So far this has never happened, so the general 

use tanks can be used for drinking as well. Not 

connecting these tanks to the pressure water system is 

a safety measure – should a pressure pipe split when 

no-one is on board, the pressure pump could 

otherwise empty the entire water contents into the 

bilge. 
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PORTS AND HATCHES 

Ventilation: three large opening hatches, two small 

opening hatches and four opening ports provide plenty 

of ventilation. They combine with extensive awnings, 

cooling fans and good insulation to make the boat 

comfortable even in tropical conditions. 

Natural light: 17 ports and hatches in total provide 

excellent natural light to the interior and, combined 

with the mostly white fitout, make for a bright, 

cheerful, airy and spacious environment where it is 

rarely necessary to use internal lights even on the 

gloomiest of days. 

Forward cabin: one large opening hatch; two non-

opening ports. 

Saloon: one large opening hatch; four non-opening 

ports. 

Galley: one opening port. 

Head: one opening port. 

Aft cabin: one large opening hatch; two opening ports 

in transom, over the bed, for excellent air flow; four 

non-opening ports. 

Doghouse: two small opening hatches. 

Offshore covers: each of the three large hatches has 

an aluminium cover plate that can be bolted on for 

heavy weather offshore sailing, if desired. 

 

AWNINGS AND COVERS 

Awnings: foredeck awning; full length boom awning; 

NEW 2011 aft deck awning. The entire boat can be 

covered. The foredeck awning is an effective 

rainwater collector. The awnings are designed for 

cruising use, not unattended storage. 

Covers: all hatches; all winches; windlass; fluxgate 

compass; GPS antenna; life raft; helm, compass, 

binnacle and engine controls; mast boot; rope clutch 

banks. NEW 2011 doghouse windows: one-piece 

cover for the doghouse windows. Helps keep cockpit 

cool and protects against UV when in storage. 

 

ENGINE AND DRIVE TRAIN 

Engine: Diecon Nissan SD25, fresh water cooled. 

Horsepower: 60. 

Cylinders: 4. 

Capacity: 2.3 litres. 

Fuel: Diesel. 

Maximum speed: 7 knots approx. 

Fuel consumption: 2.5 litres per hour at 5 knots 

(1800-2000 rpm), in normal sea and wind conditions, 

averaged over a 1500nm cruise. 

Motoring range: 600 nautical miles. 760 nm with 80 

litres in four jerry cans in the deck bag (jerry cans not 

supplied). 

Engine hours since installation: 1095 (as at April 

2012). 

 

The Nissan SD25 is a very widely used light 

commercial vehicle engine. Marinisation of these 

engines is done by the long-established, reputable 

Brisbane-based engineering company, Diecon 

Engineering. Diecon has more than 43 years 

experience in the marine engine business. Find out 

more about Diecon here: www.diecon.com.au 

Diecon marinised diesel engines are widely used in 

the boating world. The Nissan SD25 is a very 

common mass-produced engine. The advantage of this 

kind of engine over specialized marine engines is cost 

and ease of repair. Parts can be bought cheaply from 

companies such as Repco, or from Nissan themselves. 

There are plenty of mechanics familiar with these 

engines. They have also been widely used around the 

world, including in poorer or remote areas (such as the 

Pacific Islands), which is a great advantage when 

cruising. 

 Masala’s flexible-mount engine installation is 

excellent and, combined with the smooth power of the 

SD25 engine, makes for pleasurable motoring. 

 

Engine room: sound insulated. Access on three sides. 

Fitted with high volume air extraction fan. 

Engine oil change: easy, via sump pump. 

Instruments: panel in cockpit, under doghouse. 

Includes locking ignition switch, temperature gauge, 

oil pressure gauge, glow plug warning light, alternator 

charging warning light, voltmeter, and tachometer. 

Exhaust system: seawater injection cooled. 

Gearbox: Newage PRM Delta Marine (hydraulic), 

with oil cooler. Gearbox reduction ratio is 2:1. The 

bearings have been designed to ensure that prolonged 

free-wheeling of the propeller while under sail will 

not have any detrimental effect on the transmission 

(only occurs with a fixed-blade propeller – shaft does 

not rotate with Masala’s new feathering propeller). 

The gearbox also has a “Get-You-Home” device, 

allowing it to be mechanically locked in “ahead” drive 

in the unlikely event of hydraulic failure. 

Throttle/forward/reverse control: single lever. 

Propeller shaft: 38mm (1.5”), stainless steel. 

Propeller shaft coupling: Polyflex (flexible). 

Stern tube seal: dripless, maintenance-free high-

speed water-injected PSS shaft seal. Read about it at: 

http://www.shaftseal.com/en/product_categories 

NEW 2008 Propeller: Autostream 3-blade stainless 

steel, feathering, 20" x 13". Forward and reverse pitch 

of the blades are set separately to optimize motoring 

forward vs grip in reverse, and can be adjusted under 

water. Increased sailing performance by 0.5 to 1 knot 

over original fixed 3-blade propeller, and eliminated 

rotation of drive shaft under sail. 

Propeller rotation: clockwise when in forward gear. 

Spare Propeller: 3 blade bronze, fixed, 18" x 11". 

 

FUEL SYSTEM 

Fuel: Diesel. 

Tank details: Five tanks, all stainless steel. Two x 51 

litres and two x 74 litres, under the floor. 1 x 50 litre 

day tank in the storeroom. 

Total capacity: 300 litres. There is also a deck bag 

which can be mounted near the stern, capable of 

http://www.diecon.com.au/
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holding four 20 litre jerry cans, for a total capacity of 

380 litres (jerry cans not included). 

Fuel delivery: the engine is gravity-fed from the day 

tank in the storeroom so no lift pump is required on 

the engine. Fuel filters can be changed without 

introducing air into the system, thus avoiding the 

messy business of bleeding the lines afterwards. 

Each of the four under-floor fuel tanks is 

connected to a 4-valve manifold in the storeroom. 

When the day tank requires topping up, the desired 

valve is opened and an electric fuel transfer pump is 

operated to pump fuel from the selected under-floor 

tank into the day tank. A sight gauge on the day tank 

indicates the fuel level. The day tank holds enough 

fuel for 20 hours of motoring under normal 

conditions. 

Fuel filtration system: dual in-line Lucas-CAV 

sedimenter types. With glass bowl and drain plug for 

easy inspection and removal of any water. Filter 

elements are HDF296 (6 – 9 microns). The fuel is 

double filtered – once when being transferred from the 

under-floor tanks to the day tank, and again when 

flowing from the day tank to the engine. 

 

BILGE PUMPS 

Pump 1: Rule-Mate RM-500, 500 gallons per hour 

(1893 litres per hour), fully automated electric with 

built-in float switch. Located in the bottom of the 

bilge well. 

Pump 2: as for Pump 1. Located in the main bilge. 

Pump 3: Rule 3,700 gallons per hour (15,000 litres 

per hour) electric bilge pump. For emergencies. Must 

be switched on manually. Located in the main bilge. 

Pump 4: Jabsco Amazon Universal manual bilge 

pump, up to 1,320 gallons per hour (5,350 litres per 

hour). Pickup located in the main bilge. Doubles as a 

pump-out for the grey water holding tank. 

 

SEACOCKS 

Construction: 38mm (1.5”) cast stainless steel, 

attached to stainless flanges welded to the hull. 

Number: 5. Head flushing water in; head waste out; 

grey water and manual bilge pump out; electric bilge 

pumps out; engine cooling water in. 

Positioning: the two inlets are below the waterline; all 

outlets are at the waterline to minimise the risk of 

flooding. 

 

STEERING SYSTEM 

Helm: stainless steel wheel on pedestal in cockpit, 

working through mechanically-operated hydraulic 

pump and hydraulic ram attached to the rudder post. 

Autopilot operation: electrically operated hydraulic 

pump (separate to the helm pump), working through 

the same hydraulic ram as the helm. 

Autopilot model: TMQ AP50, with control head, 

fluxgate compass, rudder feedback unit and main 

computer unit. The control head is located on a 

bulkhead in the cockpit, under the doghouse. It has a 

graphical display of the heading and the rudder angle. 

One of the most useful features of this autopilot is the 

ability to change its sensitivity to suit the sea state. 

This can be used to prevent the autopilot from 

working continuously in heavy seas, thus reducing 

unnecessary wear and current drain. 

Emergency tiller: Stainless steel tiller arm and 

mounting fittings. A bypass valve is fitted to the 

hydraulic lines to permit its use. 

 

SPARS, RIGGING AND WINCHES 

Mast: aluminium, fully anodized, keel stepped for 

extra strength, double swept-back spreaders. Mast 

section by Allyacht Spars, Brisbane. 

Mast track: external, with large, low friction block 

slugs for the mainsail. You can see a diagram of the 

mast section by following the link. Page down to find 

the sections with the external track. 

http://www.allyachtspars.com.au/includes/PDF/A1_M

asts_revA.pdf 

Trysail track: a second track is fitted for raising the 

heavy weather trysail. 

Shrouds and stays: all stainless steel Dyform wire. 

Masthead rig with twin backstays. Permanent 

intermediate backstays support the mast where the 

cutter (inner) forestay attaches. Offshore rated. Can be 

set up with running backstays if required. 

Dyform is a high-tech, low stretch wire 

rigging. It features a more than 30% increase in 

breaking strength over traditional 1x19 wire. The 

cross section shows how the specially shaped wires 

fill a greater proportion of the strand cross section. 

 
Boom: fully anodized. Fitted with outhaul and three 

reefing lines. 

NEW 2009 Whisker/Spinnaker Poles x2: Sizes: 

80mm x 3.0m for staysail and 80mm x 4.6m for genoa 

(or a spinnaker, not supplied). Twin pole mounting 

rings on mast allow poling out of two headsails, one 

each side, simultaneously. Topping lifts, and forward 

and aft guy. Forward guy led back to the cockpit. 

Sheet winches: six, all high quality Andersen two-

speed self-tailing. Cockpit coaming mounted, three 

per side. 

Forward winch, port side: Andersen 40ST. Controls 

genoa furling, staysail halyard, boom vang, mainsail 

luff reef 2 & 3. 

Forward winch, starboard side: controls mainsail 

halyard, outhaul, mainsail leech reef 1, 2 & 3. 

Centre winches x 2: Andersen 52ST. Control genoa 

or MPS sheets. 

Aft winches x 2: Andersen 40ST. Control staysail 

sheets, and main sheet (on winch not in use). 

 

 

http://www.allyachtspars.com.au/includes/PDF/A1_Masts_revA.pdf
http://www.allyachtspars.com.au/includes/PDF/A1_Masts_revA.pdf
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SAILS & SAIL EQUIPMENT 

Sails: all high quality, sewn by Peter Green Sails, 

Seaford, Victoria. Purpose made for the boat. 

Mainsail: 40.42 sq m (435 sq ft), fully battened, 

battens fitted with Battslides. The normal top sail slide 

has been replaced with a Ronstan roller-bearing car. 

The Battslides, roller-bearing car, external mast track 

and large blocky sail slides result in a low friction 

system, making the main a breeze to raise and lower.  

Mainsail reefing system: Three slab reefs. Separate 

luff and leech reefing lines for better control of sail 

shape, and easier reefing and unreefing when sailing 

downwind. All lines are led back to the cockpit via 

Ronstan blocks at the base of the mast, except for the 

first reef point in the luff of the mainsail – the eye in 

the sail must be placed over the horn at the gooseneck 

fitting. From then on, all reefing can be done without 

leaving the cockpit, an important safety feature. 

NEW 2009 Mainsail halyard: 12mm Spectra. 

Mainsail sheet: 6:1 Attached to car on traveller aft of 

the helming position. 

NEW 2009 Mainsail boom bag: high quality 

zippered stackpack-style, made by North Sails. 

NEW 2010 Mainsail lazy jacks Fitted to boom bag. 

Genoa: 130%, 54.14 sq m (583 sq ft). Marked with 

four pre-defined furling positions with matching 

positions for the genoa cars marked on the deck. 

NEW 2009 Genoa UV Strip: made by North Sails. 

Genoa furler: Reefit (Australia). Heavy duty, 

designed to handle the loads of a partially furled sail 

in strong winds. 

Staysail: 13.9 sq m (150 sq ft). Has its own separate 

tracks and cars for sheeting. When cruising, the 

staysail is left hanked-on to the inner forestay, folded 

and stowed in a ventilated deck bag, ready to raise. 

This is preferable to a staysail furler as it is a much 

stronger setup, the sail forms a superior shape in 

heavy winds, and it reduces windage and weight aloft. 

NEW 2009 Staysail halyard: 12mm Spectra.  

Storm jib: 9.9 sq m (107 sq ft). Replaces the staysail 

in storm conditions. Storm safe orange in colour. 

Trysail: raised on a separate track on the mast. Storm 

safe orange in colour. 

MPS: 117 sq m (1260 sq ft), with sock. 

Spare halyards: a great feature of the rig is that the 

mast is fitted with a spare mainsail halyard and a spare 

genoa halyard. 

Rope clutch bank: ten clutches in two banks of five 

mounted one on each side of the cockpit coaming, at 

the aft end of the doghouse. All lines are led back to 

the cockpit except for the MPS and genoa halyards 

and the two spare halyards. 

Sheets and reefing lines: 14-16mm double-braid 

polyester. 

NEW 2010 Rope tail pockets: a comprehensive set 

of new pockets around the cockpit to hold all the 

halyard and sheet tails, and better positioned than the 

previous set. 

 

GROUND TACKLE & EQUIPMENT 

Bow roller: dual; heavy duty custom-made stainless 

steel. 

Main anchor & chain: 60lb plough, bow-roller 

mounted, on 100m of L-grade (high tensile, tested) 

10mm (3/8”) short link chain. 

Spare anchor: 30lb plough. 

Spare anchor rode: 10m of 10mm (3/8”) chain 

coupled to 80m of extremely strong 18mm 8-plat 

nylon rope, in separate section of anchor locker. 

Snubber 1: nylon, with bronze chain claw. 

Snubber 2: nylon, with stainless chain hook. 

Anchor locker: sealed from rest of vessel; provides 

collision bulkhead; self-draining overboard, not into 

bilge. 

Stern anchor line: 70m of 18mm rope, in stern 

locker. 

Reef anchor: custom built reef pick. 

Dinghy anchor: fold-up reef pick. 

Windlass: Maxwell VWC1200, 12 volt. Chain and 

rope gypsy. Foot switch at bow. Separate circuit 

breaker. 

Mooring cleats: 8 large stainless steel, welded to 

deck. Two forward, two centre, two aft, two in sugar 

scoop. 

Mooring bollards: two extra large stainless steel 

cross bollards on welded stainless steel plate, aft of 

the windlass. Starboard bollard used for snubbing the 

anchor chain; port bollard used for attaching floating 

mooring buoy lines.  

 

ELECTRICS 

NEW 2010 Engine start battery: one x 12v 

Seamaster Gold Premium Marine Battery, expanded 

calcium grid (EXG), maintenance free wet cell. 

Calcium reduces gassing & self-discharge. 640 CCA 

@ -18degC. 80AH. Also powers the anchor windlass. 

NEW 2010 House batteries: five x 12v RITAR 

RA12-100, 100AH @ 20 Hr, valve regulated, non-

spillable, full gel. Total amp-hour capacity 500AH. 

NEW 2010 Dual battery bank voltage monitor: 

allows easy voltage monitoring of house and start 

battery banks to two decimal places, to assist with 

maintaining the correct charge level. 

Engine alternator 1: 55 amp, charges the engine start 

battery. 

Engine alternator 2: 140 amp Amptech USA hot-

rated cruising alternator, connected to Next Step 

Smart Regulator. Charges house batteries. 

Battery control switches: bank of three: engine 

battery isolator; house battery bank isolator; 

emergency parallel. The emergency parallel switch 

connects the house battery bank and the engine start 

battery together. This serves three separate purposes: 

to start the engine should the engine start battery 

become flat; to include the engine start battery in the 

solar panel charging circuit, if desired; to allow 
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charging of all batteries should either of the two 

alternators fail. 

NEW 2009 Battery Charger: high quality Xantrex 

TrueCharge2 40 amp smart charger. With battery 

temperature sensor option (prevents overheating of 

batteries during charging). Specifically designed for 

marine use. 

Solar Panels: two 64 watt Unisolar amorphous silicon 

panels, total 128 watts, charging the house battery 

bank. Mounted on the targa bar. The great advantage 

of amorphous cells over conventional panels is that 

they more often achieve maximum rated current 

(approx. 4 amps per panel, 8 amps total). The reasons 

for this are that they work much better at low sun 

angles and are much less affected by partial shading. 

Solar regulator: Plasmatronics USA 20 amp Smart 

Charge Controller. Fully programmable to suit any 

battery bank type and voltage setup. 30 day history 

log. Displays and records charging current, voltage, 

daily maximum voltage, daily amp hours in, charging 

phase and duration, etc. Capable of recording daily 

amp hours out (not connected). Programmable boost, 

absorption, float and equalisation phases. 

12 Volt switch panel: high quality BEP Marine unit, 

with Airpax magnetic hydraulic circuit breakers. 24 

circuits. Separate high current circuit breakers for 

refrigerator and HF radio. 

12 Volt cigarette lighter sockets: 4. Two in the 

saloon, one at the companionway, one in the 

storeroom. 

Shore power: fully wired 240v shore power, with 15 

amp lead and waterproof plug. Socket in the cockpit. 

Circuit breakers: main 240v circuit breaker, with sub 

circuit breakers for power outlets, hot water service 

and refrigerator. The main breaker is an RCD type 

(Residual Current Detector, otherwise known as a 

Ground Fault Circuit Breaker) – as well as providing 

overload protection, it is also designed to protect 

against faulty electrical equipment and electrocution. 

Galvanic protection: 240v galvanic isolator separates 

the boat’s earth from shore earth. Helps prevent stray 

currents that can cause electrolysis when connected to 

shore power. 

Inverter: 12v DC in, 240 volt AC out. 650 watts 

continuous, 800 watts for 25 minutes, 1000 watts 

surge. 90% efficiency. Capable of running power 

tools such as drills and angle grinders. 

 

ELECTRONICS AND INSTRUMENTS 

NEW 2007 Chart plotter/GPS: Removable Navman 

Tracker monochrome with built-in antenna. Mounted 

under the doghouse which provides weather 

protection but still allows good visibility from the 

helm. Includes data cable for connection to a laptop 

computer for electronic navigation purposes.  

GPS: Garmin 128, located at the navigation station. 

External antenna mounted on the targa bar. 12 parallel 

channels. Anchor drag alarm. NMEA output cable 

with 9-pin serial plug, for connection to a laptop 

computer for electronic navigation purposes.  

NEW 2011 AIS (Automatic Identification System 

for Ships): Comar Systems AIS Multi Receiver 

/Splitter. Uses existing VHF antenna via a built-in 

splitter. Dual channel parallel receiver (Class A and 

Class B). Built-in amplifier amplifies VHF signal 

before splitting, to minimize insertion loss. NMEA 

Out for connection to AIS-enabled chart plotters. USB 

cable for connection to laptop (includes CD with 

USB-serial converter drivers). NMEA In for 

connecting an external GPS and/or instrument 

network (the AIS multiplexes this input with the 

decoded AIS sentences and outputs the combined data 

simultaneously to chart plotter and laptop). 

Depth sounder: Navman Multi M100. One metre to 

130 metres, with shallow and deep water alarms. 

Adjustable offset allows displaying depth of water 

under the keel. 

Speed and log: Navman Multi M100. Records speed, 

maximum speed, trip distance and total distance. 

Sea water temperature: Navman Multi M100. 

Autopilot: TMQ AP50 (see elsewhere for details). 

Wind: large arrow wind indicator on top of mast, with 

reflective patches illuminated at night by the tri-light. 

Compass: Silva 125 illuminated binnacle compass. 

Fitted with compensators for use in steel boats. 

Professionally swung and adjusted, with report. 

Electronic navigation: by laptop computer using the 

provided cable from the Garmin GPS (see next 

section). 

Monitor: 15” LCD flat screen with built-in speakers.  

Mounted on swing-out arm at the navigation station. 

With video cable for connection to a laptop computer. 

Can be used for watching movies or for general 

computer use.  

HF radio: ICOM IC-M710. 

HF tuner: ICOM AT-130 automatic antenna tuner, 

with backstay antenna. 

VHF radio: GME GX558. Features scan, instant 

channel 16, dual watch, keypad channel selection, 

remote speaker audible in cockpit. Mast-top antenna 

and emergency antenna. 

Music: Sony CDX-2180 FM/AM/CD player. 

 

NAVIGATION COMPUTER 

Used primarily for electronic navigation and tide 

prediction. Also for general computing and playing 

DVD movies on the supplied external monitor. 

Laptop: Toshiba Tecra TE2300 running Windows XP 

with latest service pack. Stored in navigation table 

when not in use. When sailing, securely mounts on the 

navigation station. 

Laptop power supply: 240v power supply when in 

port. When at sea, the laptop is powered by an 

installed 12v power supply which converts the 12v 

house battery voltage to the 15v needed by the laptop 

(most efficient method power-wise). 
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NMEA data for electronic navigation: obtained by 

plugging the 9-pin serial cable from the Garmin GPS 

into the laptop serial port. 

AIS data for tracking of shipping: obtained by 

plugging in the USB cable from the AIS unit. 

Navigation software 1 – OpenCPN: This is a full-

blown, modern electronic navigation program. It is 

fully AIS aware – it has a superb interface that allows 

the full power of the AIS device to be used. The 

software has an extensive Help section containing 

everything you need to know about using the 

software. The program reads NMEA data from the 

Garmin GPS via serial cable, and AIS data from the 

AIS via USB cable. OpenCPN also has a GRIB file 

interface, allowing GRIB files to be overlaid on the 

chart. GRIB files contain wind speed and direction 

forecasts, and can be downloaded for free off the 

internet. 

Navigation software 2 – CMaps: CMaps is an old 

but very widely used electronic navigation program. 

The program reads NMEA data from the Garmin GPS 

via serial cable. CMaps has no AIS or GRIB interface. 

It has been provided simply because so many sailors 

are familiar with it. 

Electronic charts: CMap electronic charts for the 

entire world, updated to at least 2009, are installed on 

the computer. Both OpenCPN and CMaps navigation 

programs use these charts. 

Tide software: WTides and TotalTide are two good 

tide table programs installed on the laptop. 

Weather fax: JVComm32 is used for decoding 

weather fax data from the HF radio. 

Passage planning: Visual Passage Planner is used for 

determining suitable times of the year to make ocean 

passages, based on wind roses. It is of limited use for 

coastal sailing. 

 

SAFETY EQUIPMENT  

Life raft: Zodiac 4 MP Open Sea, 4 person, valise 

style. Stowed under the v-berth when not in use. 

Mounted in the cockpit forward of the binnacle when 

cruising, under a canvas cover. Certification expired 

September 2005. Specifically designed for the open 

sea, for which it meets the requirements of the USL 

code for commercial vessels. It also exceeds AYF and 

international yacht racing standards. 

NEW 2009 EPIRB: GME MT400, 406 type. 

Manually operated. 

Navigation lights: two sets. One tri-light on top of the 

mast. Port and starboard lights on the pulpit and stern 

light on the targa bar. 

Other lights: anchor light, steaming light, deck light. 

Hand-held spotlight: 12 volt, 70 watts. 

Jackstays: 4, all heavy duty webbing – cockpit to 

bow both sides, cockpit to stern both sides, each fitted 

with a running lanyard. (Jackstays are on-deck safety 

lines to which you clip yourself when leaving the 

cockpit in rough weather). 

Cockpit lanyards: 2, webbing, attach to binnacle. 

Lifelines: twin stainless steel tube safety rails all 

round. Nylon netting to fully enclose the boat (not 

currently fitted). 

Deck hand rails: stainless steel, welded to deck. 

Cabin top going forward, cabin top going aft, 

doghouse roof. 

Rigging cutters: heavy duty 900mm bolt cutters. 

Cockpit drains: two integral 50mm pipes, welded 

directly between cockpit floor and hull (no need for 

sea cocks, hoses and hose clamps). With strainers for 

use when not sailing (stops loss of small items). 

Seacock bungs: tapered soft timber, located adjacent 

to all through-hulls. 

Flares: 2 x red and 2 x orange handheld. 

Fire extinguishers: three x 1kg; one x 2kg. 

Fire blanket: yes. 

Smoke alarm: two – conventional in aft cabin, 

photoelectric in walkway. 

Danbuoy: mounted in holder on stern. 

Life rings: 2. One Solas solid full ring; one soft 

horseshoe. 

Man overboard retrieval system: Burke Life Sling. 

Bosun’s chair: Burke deluxe with hard seat. 

Throw line: yes. 

V distress sheet: yes. 

NEW 2009 Radar reflector: Mobri type S-2. 

Life jackets: assorted. 

 

DINGHY DAVITS 

Part of the massively strong targa bar over the sugar 

scoop. Removable to reduce overall length to save 

money when spending long periods in a marina. 4:1 

manual rope lifting blocks on each davit. Easily 

capable of holding at least a 3.1m rib, fuel tank, 4-

stoke outboard, anchor and gear. 

 

DINGHY & OUTBOARD 

No dinghy and outboard is provided because everyone 

has vastly different requirements. One of the first 

things that happens after purchase of a yacht is that 

the dinghy and motor are sold off and something else 

purchased, to everybody’s disadvantage. So feel free 

to choose your own. 

 

OTHER EQUIPMENT 

Cockpit cushions. 

Helm seat. 

Swim ladder. 

Assorted fenders and mooring lines. 

Boat hook. 

Gaff. 

 

DOCUMENTATION 

A critical but often missing or overlooked necessity. 

Operations Manual (over 60 pages); Maintenance 

Manual; Engine Workshop Manual; Marine Survey; 

complete Radford 415 construction plans; complete 

construction details; paint system; procedures for 

antifouling, engine service, saltwater pump service, 
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sheet winch service, windlass service; Full 

Specifications (this document); extensive collection of 

manufacturer’s manuals for onboard equipment. 

SPARE PARTS 

Complete fresh water pressure pump. 

Pressure switch for fresh water pressure pump. 

Complete diesel fuel transfer pump. 

Diesel transfer pump impeller. 

Engine salt water cooling pump impeller. 

Hydraulic steering oil. 

Gearbox oil. 

Engine oil. 

Fuel filters and oil filters. 

Air cleaner oil. 

Diesel fuel biocide treatment. 

Fan belts. 

Engine heat exchanger boot. 

Complete set of rudder bearings. 

Galley fresh water manual pump service kit. 

Hull anodes, assorted. 

Propeller anodes and spare parts. 

Primer and topcoat paints. 

Many other miscellaneous small items. 

 

ANTIFOUL 

NEW AUGUST 2010 Antifoul: hull professionally 

prepared then sprayed with 20 litres Jotun Sea Victor 

50, top of the range paint with anti-slime inhibitors. 

Self-polishing (black). Good for at least two years. 

NEW AUGUST 2010 Antifoul: Propspeed 

professionally applied to the shaft and propeller. 

 

PAINT SYSTEM 

Paint source: the entire boat, inside and out, is 

painted with high quality Sigma marine two-pack 

paints. These paints are readily available and in 

Australia are distributed and sold by Wattyl. 

Paint system designer: Phillip Evans, Wattyl 

Protective and Marine Coatings Division. 

Below waterline: 

Coat 1: Sigma EP Universal Primer (khaki-green). A 
two component adhesion promoting, polyamide cured 

epoxy primer. It is a general purpose epoxy primer in 

protective coating systems for steel and non ferrous 

metals. Its main attributes are: 

 Good adhesion to steel, galvanized steel and 

non-ferrous metals. 

 Good water and corrosion resistance. 

 Compatible with cathodic protection systems. 

 Lloyd’s approval as a corrosion control 

coating. 

Coat 2: Epoxy Fairing Compound (white). Spot fair 

where required (and retouch with Sigma EP Universal 

Primer). A two-component solvent free amine cured 

epoxy fairing compound for use above and below the 

waterline. Its main attributes are: 

 Light weight. 

 Easy to apply by trowel or spray. 

 Water resistant. 

 Easy to sand. 

Coat 3: Epinamel High Build Primer Undercoat 

(white). A two pack non reactive high build 

polyamide cured epoxy coating. Its main attributes 

are: 

 May be used as a primer or undercoat. 

 Exceptional adhesion to non ferrous metals 

and glass fibre. 

 Good abrasion and impact resistance. 

 Resistant to spillage and splashing of mild 

chemicals. 

 May be overcoated with a wide range of 

finish coats. 

Coat 4: Sigma EP Tiecoat (grey). A two-component, 

polyamide-cured, modified epoxy tiecoat. Its main 

attributes are: 

 Formulated as an adhesion promoting coat for 

antislime coatings and antifoulings when 

applied over epoxy build coats. 

 Excellent water resistance. 

 Good abrasion and impact resistance. 

Coat 5: Sigmaplane Ecol Antifouling (red). A self-

polishing, tin-free antifouling based on a blend of 

cuprous oxide and a specially-developed antifouling 

performance-enhancer. Its main attributes are: 

 Slow polishing, suitable for high speed vessels or 

vessels that are continually underway. 

 Long life. 

 Controlled erosion rate gives effective protection 

by producing a constant smoothing of the surface. 

Coat 6: Jotun Sea Victor 50 Antifouling (black). 

20 litres professionally prepared and sprayed Jotun 

Sea Victor 50, top of the range paint with anti-slime 

inhibitors. Self-polishing. Good for at least two years. 

As mentioned above. 

 

Hull above the waterline: 

Coat 1: Sigma EP Universal Primer (khaki-green). 

Coat 2: Epoxy Fairing Compound (white). Fully 

faired. 

Coat 3: Pure epoxy with Q cells (clear). A very hard 

protective layer. 

Coat 4: Sigma EP Universal Primer (khaki-green). 

Coat 5: Epinamel High Build Primer Undercoat 

(white). 

Coat 6: Paracryl IFC semi gloss (blue). A new 

generation, isocyanate free catalyzed acrylic coating. 

Its main attributes are: 

 Unlimited recoatability. 

 Excellent exterior durability, particularly with 

regard to gloss and colour retention. 

 Tough, flexible and abrasion resistant. 

 Good solvent resistance and general chemical 

resistance. 

 

Deck and superstructure: 

Coat 1: Sigma EP Universal Primer (khaki-green). 
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Coat 2: Epinamel High Build Primer Undercoat 

(white). 

Coat 3: Epinamel High Build Primer Undercoat 

(white).  

Coat 4: Paracryl IFC (white). 

Coat 5: Epinamel HB 808 Non-Skid (pale grey). High 

use areas only. A two component high build 

polyamide cured epoxy with hard, non-skid aggregate. 

Its main attributes are: 

 Excellent non-skid capabilities. 

 High film build capabilities. 

 Suitable for aggressive environments. 

 Extremely hard wearing. 

 Good resistance to alkali, salt and fresh water, 

minerals and solvent. 

 May be used as a finish coat. 

  

Interior: 

Coat 1: Sigma EP Universal Primer (khaki-green). 

Complete interior. 

Coat 2: Sigmacover TCP Coating (blue-grey). 

Complete interior. A two component, high solids, 

polyamine-cured epoxy coating. Its main attributes 

are: 

 Excellent water resistance. 

 Excellent resistance against weathering. 

 Resistant against splash and spillage of a wide 

range of chemicals. 

 Suitable for total immersion in fresh and salt 

water. 

 Resistant to well designed and controlled 

cathodic protection. 

 Good elasticity and impact resistance. 

Coat 3: Sigmacover TCP Coating (white). Complete 

interior. 

Coat 4: Paracryl IFC (white). Bilges only. 

 

It is commonly known that steel boats rust from the 

inside out. There are two reasons. The first is that 

external rust is easily visible and repaired, while 

internal rust is not. The second is that moisture from 

condensation or leaks can collect in crevices and 

remain for long periods in the interior, thus promoting 

rust. 

 In Masala this potential problem is tackled in 

four different ways, regardless of the cost. 

 Firstly, all sharp edges of frames, stringers 

and floors have been rounded off to ensure good 

adhesion of the paint. This represents many hours of 

work and is something not normally done due to cost 

considerations. 

Secondly, the interior of the boat is painted to 

an exceptionally high standard – the primary defense. 

Thirdly, every crevice where the frames, 

stringers and floor beams intersect the hull plates has 

been sealed with filler – this keeps small quantities of 

moisture from becoming trapped. 

Fourthly, every stringer and frame join has a 

“limber” hole, a hole through the stringer cut flush 

with the hull plate designed to allow larger quantities 

of water to drain down the inside of the hull into the 

bilge. Each floor beam also has a limber hole, 

allowing the collected moisture to flow from either 

end of the boat into the central bilge well. 

 This kind of attention to detail in construction 

and painting gives the potential purchaser a lot of 

confidence and peace of mind that they are not buying 

one of the many dud steel boats on the market. 


